TOWNLESS HIGHWAYS FOR THE MOTORIST
A PROPOSAL FOR THE AUTOMOBILE AGE

BY BENTON

I

MAC KAYE AND LEWIS MUMFORD

TIS a commonplace to say that
the automobile has revolutionized
modern transportation.
But the
truth of the matter is that this revolution has not got beyond the Kerensky
stage. The motor car has taken the
place of the horse-and-buggy, and the
motor bus has wiped out the street car
in many sections of the country; but
motor car and motor bus are still
largely crawling along in the ruts laid
down by earlier habits and earlier
modes of transportation.
When one says crawl one means
crawl. There is scarcely a town in the
country where, at least on two days of
the week, the traffic does not become a
snarl and a nuisance; there is scarcely
a street leading to a school where, unless the motorist does crawl, he may not
kill a thoughtless child (a loss that
offsets the gain from improved methods
of treating such a scourge of childhood
as measles); there is hardly a major
crossing or a bottle-neck on our modern
highways where, in the daily confusion,
a car may not be wrecked or a body
maimed in someone's impatience to
move swiftly where movement is almost
impossible. Like the fly, the motorist
buzzes his wings vigorously; but his feet
are stuck to the flypaper of the oldfashioned highway: a spavined horse
could often travel as fast as a 120 h.p,
car.
Even in the open country, when the
cars at last begin to make a little speed,
.

the adaptation of the motor car to
civilized ways of life is still incomplete.
There is the scorching ugliness of badly
planned and laid out concrete roads
peppered with impudent billboards;
there is the vast, spreading metropolitan slum of multiple gas stations and
hot-dog stands; and on the through
highways there is the conflict between
speed, safety, and pleasure. The October revolution of the automobile,
which will effectually transform the
physical means of life and make possible a higher type of civilization, has
hardly begun.
What has been responsible for the
backwardness of the automobile? A
glance at the development of the railroad will perhaps give us some notion.
When the locomotive was invented it
arrested attention as an entirely new
kind of contrivance.
Except in the
design of the original coaches, there
was no temptation to compare Stephenson's Rocket with a stagecoach. From
the beginning, the steam locomotive
traveled on rails: a special kind of road
was laid down for it. In order to
prevent its wider and more untrammeled use, the British House of Parliament passed a law making it necessary
for a locomotive used upon the highways to be preceded by a man waving a red flag. Had it not been
for this law, England might have
endured the evils and nuisances of
the motor age two generations be-
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fore they actually came into existence.
The internal combustion engine,
which gave us the automobile, was
unfortunately
first attached to an
innocent-looking carriage. The first
automobiles were in fact called horseless carriages; and even those of us
now in middle age can remember at
least the stamps of the Buffalo Exposition of 1901, with the chauffeur
perched high on the seat of an oldfashioned four-wheeled cab. So slowly
and insidiously did the motor car make
its way that, at the beginning, no one
thought of putting it on a new kind' of
road. The first effect of the car was to
bring a growing demand for filling up
the gullies in the dirt road-gullies and
ruts that the old-fashioned buggy had
taken without a blink. Then came a
demand for a binder that would lay the
dust, and after that came road-widening, for the motor car could not turn
out so easily into the weeds or ditches
beside a narrow road. Finally arose
the demand for a better surface, and
in the last decade the smooth, wellgraded concrete road with the banked
turn and the center division has come
into existence.
.
Having achieved thousands of miles
of wide, concrete-paved
highways,
having projected many thousands more
on almost exactly the same pattern, we
lean back complacently in our chairs
and fancy we have solved the problems
of motor transportation-although
our
jammed city streets, our run-down
suburbs, our spoiled villages, our
devastated tracts of conntryside, our
country homes that are as quiet and
peaceful as a boilerworks are all large
and ironic commentaries upon our pretensions. Laying roads is one thing,
and making movement on them safe
and swift and pleasant is another.
At present the only point where the
automobile
is permitted
to come
within sight of its potential efficiency
is in the factory.
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Where have we fallen short? Our
chief mistake has been that we have
not had the acumen of Uncle Harvey,
who never saw an automobile. Back
in 1892 Uncle Harvey said to one of us,
"My boy, I'll make you a prophecythe railways of the future will be quite
different from the present, for instead
of riding on trains each household will
have its own family locomotive."
The fact is that in designing our ncw
roads we have continued to provide for
horseless ca~riages; whereas in actuality we are confronted by a kind of
vehicle completely different from the
carriage, something much closer to the
steam locomotive. It is no use for us
to assert innocently, as does the
United States Government Report on
the highways of Connecticut: "It is an
interesting fact . • . that many of the
present Connecticut trunk lines are not
only in the same general location but
occupy the identical rights-of-way
upon which the old turnpikes were
built." That is just the nub of the
difficulty. We have tried to adapt the
instruments of one age to the demands
of another. This is what we do, it is
true, when we are thoughtless enough
to put an electric-light bulb into an oil
lamp or a colonial candlestick; but in
dealing with the automobile the results
are not quite so innocuous. The loss of
efficiency, the loss of life, the destruction of beauty, the dulling of pleasure
that attend the spread of motor transportation call for a thorough re-orientation. When we try to travel swiftly in
the old ruts we are ditched.
Now, if we had been thinking of the
family locomotive instead of the horseless carriage we should have profited
by both the good points and the mistakes of the railroad age. The chief
merit of the railroad was that it created
an independent system of transportation which, for the most part, did not
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even parallel the existing system of
highways. The roadbed was specially
designed for the new type of vehicle; a
special right of way was created; large
.tracts of land were laid aside for yards
and terminals; stations and junctions
were specially designed with facilities
for storage and switching, and on the
bigger systems the local tracks were
separated from the express tracks.
The defects of the original railway
system equally merited study: they had
much to teach the motor age. The
passage of railroad tracks and railroad
yards at grade through. the center of
the community is a blight and an obstruction: once done, it requires many
thousands of dollars to undo; and in the
meanwhile, the man-hours wasted, the
property that has been ruined byfronting the tracks, and the loss of li~es all
mount up to an incalculable but
plainly dreadful total. The other
great menace of the railroad is the
grade crossing. Where the railroad
crosses a main artery, it should do so,
we see now, by a bridge or a cut.
With other weaknesses of the railroad,
such as the neglect of feeder lines and
the consequent deterioration of the
inaccessible back country, one need not
deal here: the transformation of the
railroad line into a closely articulated
motor mesh is one. of the important
contributions of the motor age itself.
Once we have grasped the essential
notion of the automobile as a private
locomotive, the example of the railroad
will give us a clue to its proper treatment. It must have a related but
independent road system of its own,
and this system must be laid down so
as to bring into use all the potential
advantages of the automobile for both
transportation and recreation. This
means a kind of road that differs from
the original turnpike, from the railroad
and, above all, from the greater part
of the existing automobile highways.
One can perhaps characterize it best by
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calling it the Townless Highway, to
denote its principal feature-the
divorce of residence and transport. But
this phrase does not cover all the
aspects of modern road planning, as
opposed to the muddle and chaos of
the past: so let us examine one by one
the various parts of the new system.
III
Let us first consider the motor road
as a long-distance form of transportation. Following the existing network
of roads, we have in the past put
through our highways from one large
urban center to another. We all know
the results of that process. All the
time that is saved in the country
stretches is lost once the car enters the
city streets: the bigger and more important the trunk road, the larger and
more cluttered the town, the greater
amount of time that is lost. Since
aviation fields are naturally on the outskirts of the city-where
they will
remain unless the autogiro completely
supplants the existing types-this clogging of the motor roads also diminishes
the success of aerial transportation.
One can fly from Philadelphia to
Newark as quickly as one can come in
by car from Newark to Times Square.
Our cities sometimes make feeble
attempts to accelerate through traffic
by routing it off the main avenues.
But the first principle of the townless
highway goes a long step farther: it
requires that the highway avoid passing
through the town. The demand for
this kind of planning has already come
from the motorist and is being met
by the more progressive highway engineers. Take Federal Route No. 1
along the Atlantic coast, from Eastport,
Maine, to Miami, Florida. Plans are
in the making to relocate several sections of this route so that instead of
going through the big cities along the
Atlantic Coast it will pass them by on
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the inland side. Other plans would
connect these revised sections by
revised locations between cities. And
so, by these two awkward back steps,
Route No.1 would be relocated farther
inland and turned from an old-fashioned turnpike into what it should have
been from the beginning-a townless
highway.
The by-pass, or belt-line, is part of
the big regional plan for New York
City and its environs, as envisaged
by the planners of the Russell Sage
Foundation; it is likewise part of the
Philadelphia Tri-State Plan, and of
the Boston Bay Circuit project. The
State of New Jersey has put through
an almost complete system of such
by-pass highways. More than once
this sort of plan has been opposed by
near-sighted business men, against
their own better interests. In attempting to keep long-distance traffic
on their own Main Street, they would
not merely congest avenues that are
already congested, with tourists and
travelers who are not in the mood for
shopping, but they would make access
to their own district almost impossible
to the local shopper-who
would
thereby be tempted to travel by train
or motor to some larger center.
Intelligent highway planning would
prevent such a reckless misuse of local thoroughfares. Local traffic needs
ample parking space, as the Sears Roebuck stores have been intelligent
enough to discover and to provide for
in the layout of their new buildings;
through traffic, on the other hand,
should go completely outside a town,
be it big or little. This is a fundamental maxim of sound motorway
planning. Where it is forgotten only
confusion and congestion can result.
If the passage of a trunk-line highway through a town is against the best
interests of the shopkeeper and merchant, what shall we say of its relation
to the suburban center and to the
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village? Here the case is even more
emphatically against it. Already people are demanding to be rid of the
endless stream of gasoline locomotives
that pass under domestic windowsthe private locomotive, pleasure car, or
truck, with its hum, its dust, its exhaust, its constant threat to the lives of
little children who have for the moment escaped the eye of their mothers
and nurses, to say nothing of grown
adults, confronted by much greater
hazards on the peaceful highway than
the bold highwaymen who terrorized
the Pony. Express. The demand for
relief has been increasing in volume;
let us take one state--Massachusetts.
In the famous little village of Deerfield the Connecticut River thoroughfare was relocated eastward, both to
relieve the residents of a nuisance and
to preserve one of America's truly
colonial towns, in effect almost an historic museum. In Harvard, Massachusetts, a main road from Worcester
northward was put through the village
center before its residents had awakened to its cacophonous possibilities.
Very soon after, a vigorous local movement started to demand its relocation
outside the village. Meanwhile the
next village of Still River was asking
why the heavy traffic should pass
before its doors-and the logical answer
is another relocation. From Fitchburg, a city of forty thousand, has
come the demand to relocate the
"Mohawk Trail" from Boston to
Troy, New York, by making a by-pass
southward, and so relieving the intolerable congestion of Main Street.
This sort of demand from the small
town and village is important, and it
points to an interesting fact. In the
days of the horse and buggy the highroad served as company. As the cart
or carriage joggled by, the farmer in the
field or the housewife on her porch
could hail it; the horse would stop
almost of his own accord, and a chat
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would follow. But once the country
road becomes a main highway, filled
with fast traffic a good part of the day
and even of the night, when the cars
themselves are driven mostly by strangers, not neighbors, the whole situation
is changed: the road ceases to be a
symbol of sociability; it becomes very
largely a curse. We know a suburban
real estate man who suddenly became
aware of this fact. His property
adjoined a large through highway; and
thinking in terms of the old-fashioned
road of the past, he had put the highest
values on the corner houses that were
on the highway. It turned out that
these houses were the last to be sold,
and they did not sell until their prices
were reduced. Living on a trunk
motor road is like living on the railroad. More and more the sensible
property owner is shying off the wide
and handsome highway. He wants to
travel on it, not to settle there.

IV
Unfortunately, the by-pass is not by
itself the solution of the problem of
motor transportation.
As our roads
develop now, the usefulness of the
by-pass is checkmated by the roadtown-sometimes
called the motor
town or the motor slum. We refer to
the familiar row of frontage developments-the peanut stand, the hot-dog
kennel, the dewdrop inns, the superfluous filling stations with their cut
whisky and applejack and their cutprice gasoline, and the smear of badly
designed bungalows which make up
such a large part of what on Sundays
we prayerfully call the great outdoors.
What is the use of a road's by-passing
a town, only to find that the road itself
has turned into a town-and a cheap,
nasty town at that? This is the question that confronts the motorist who
chooses the car instead of the railroad
because he likes to be in the country;
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it is the question that the city dweller
ruefully asks himself each Sunday as
his car follows the slow procession out
of the town that never, somehow, no
matter how far away he manages to
steal, escapes into the open country.
This mean frontage or ribbon development is not merely an American
product; they have the same eyesore in
England. Mr. Raymond Unwin, the
chief consultant on the Greater London
plan, after a thorough investigation
condemns this development on three
counts: it is unsafe, it is inefficient, and
it is destructive of the amenities. To
all of this one can only say Amen.
How will an intelligent road program
meet this situation?
So far American opinion has not
given much attention to the factors of
danger and inefficiency in this roadside
development: the danger that comes
from the too-numerous entrances and
exits from roadtown, and the inefficiency of duplicating equipment or of
providing it at the wrong points. In
America we have been most aware,
perhaps, of the distressing lack of
amenity, the hasty, sordid, shantytown
look which used to be characteristic of
pioneer mining towns in the midst of
a quick boom.
The first way of meeting this, by
competitions designed to improve the
looks of hot-dog stands or filling tanks,
has very little to commend it; chaos
would still be chaos, though each of the
badly related units were as fine in itself
as the Parthenon. A second way
shows a little more realistic sense of the
situation; it takes the form of attempting to "get there first" by obtaining
open spaces along the wayside in the
form of public parks and forests. The
State of Massachusetts got there first
on the Mohawk Trail up the east side
of Hoosac Mountain in the Berkshires
by purchasing the wayside land as a
State forest: on the other hand, the
State allowed roadtown to get there
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first by neglecting to purchase the and where parallel roads exist, it tends
summit and the west side of the moun- to do away with slum development,
tain-the result being a development since the value of the land lifts it out of
that differs only in its primitive back- the cheaper forms of exploitation. If
ground from the purlieus behind Scol- the further expense of this method
lay Square. At the present time the counteracted the tendency to spend
same race is starting on the new high- money lavishly on aimless and unimway over the Taconic Range. In portant highways, not demanded either
New Hampshire a campaign has been by traffic or the beauties of the natural
started to secure gifts of public wood- scenery, this would be all to the good.
lands along the wayside. But the only The wastes of bad planning and exsatisfactory way of guarding against travagant planning which we now
the roadtown slum is that taken by, for cheerfully pay for to-day would probexample, the Bronx River and West- ably more than pay for the cost of
chester County Parkways-providing
necessary and efficient planning on the
no place on the road system for its lines here suggested.
existence.
This brings us to the second imporv
tant principle of modern motorway
But the planners of effective motorplanning. Not merely must the motor
road make up an independent system ways cannot rest content with bywhich by-passes the existing towns; it passes and an improved wayside enmust be provided with enough land on vironment, much though these would
both sides of the road to insulate it contribute by themselves to the speed
from the surrounding area, whether and pleasure of the run. This is only
rural or urban. There are various a part of the revolution to be effected
ways of obtaining this land: some have by the motor car. Both of these
been explored, others have just been measures are working backward to
projected. In Massachusetts the sug- what this revolution demanded in the
gestion has been made to zone the land first place: a roadway located quite
a certain distance back from the motor apart from the towns with a wayside
roads on exactly the same principle as free from the eyesores of town growth:
is now applied to the zoning of urban in short, a townless highway. Both of
land. This would perhaps do away these measures are schemes for building
with that early speculation in suburban this highway backward. Better that
and bungalow sites along main high- way, of course, than not at all.
Nevertheless, such hindsight is exways which now encourages slum
development and leads to an early pensive. Has any definite project yet
deterioration of the rural quality of the been undertaken which recognizes all
environment. But perhaps the most the implications of the motor revoluimportant and feasible means is the tion? Yes; there is at least one. It is
acquisition by purchase of a rural a town in New Jersey near Paterson,
strip on each side of the main high- which has been built by the City
way as a necessary part of its original Housing Corporation, a limited dividend company, and has been working
development.
The through road must be a park- successfully for over two years. Its
way. This would increase the original name is Radburn. Seen near at hand,
cost of such roads, but the increased Radburn is merely a fairly closely
value of the neighborhood tends to built up suburban town, of welloffset the original cost of the road itself, planned but very modest houses, sur-
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rounded by an unusual amount of
communal open space in the form of a
communal park. One can wander
over its pedestrian paths for half an
hour, perhaps, before one is suddenly
struck by the fact that one has not
crossed a road and has not seen an
automobile. Or, on tne other hand,
one may drive up and down the concrete highways and lanes of Radburn
for an equal time before realizing that
one has not encountered a pedestrianhas not even had him for company on
the sidewalk, if only for the reason that
on the motor avenues no sidewalk has
been provided for him. What is the
secret of this unique sense of safety and
freedom of movement?
By going up in an airplane or by
looking at an aerial map of this little
town one discovers that one has been in
a new kind of city-a town deliberately built for the motor age. In an
ordinary city the streets form a continuous system, and wherever the
street goes, through traffic can go, too.
Not so in Radburn. In Radburn
through traffic is confined to the
through avenues; from these main
avenues, which define the Radburn
superblocks, there stems a system of
motor lanes each of which comes to a
dead end. The greater number of residences can be reached only by motor
lanes, and no car is tempted to enter a
motor lane unless the driver has
definite business there. Such a town
was unthinkable before the coming of
the automobile; the motor car not
merely makes it thinkable, but expedient and necessary.
By dedicating the wide through
avenues to through traffic, by likewise
dedicating the narrow local motor
lanes to local traffic only, the two different purposes are automatically separated. Result: quiet homes and fast
motor travel, not by ignoring the
advantages of motor transportation
but by boldly facing them and provid-
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ing for them. Where pedestrian traffic
must cross motor traffic within the
great superblocks that make up the
residential sections, the deadly grade
crossing is eliminated and a bridge or
an underpass separates the two systems: they cross but very rarely meet.
Since playgrounds, a school, and other
community facilities are provided in
each superblock, no child need ever
cross a traffic artery on its way to
school or to the playground; indeed,
the housewife who goes to market on
foot is equallysafe.
The insulation of highways from
residential neighborhoods and the connection of these two elements by side
lanes are a necessary complement in
urban planning to our modern system
of transportation.
It is only by such a
bold and radical departure in the
planning of new cities or the extension
of old ones that the congestion brought
by motor transportation can be permanently relieved. If every city were
side-Ianed within its limits, and if it
were itself connected with the main
trunk routes by side lanes, the congestion and danger that now make motor
transportation so inefficient would be
lowered. How much they would be
lowered it is impossible to estimate.
In smaller centers like Radburn both
items would probably approach close
to zero. The side lane in motor
transportation
corresponds to the
switch in railroad systems: it is the
only orderly way of entering a main
line.
Harvard, Massach usetts, which has
already been cited, is considering a plan
for being side-laned. This will show
how the principle concerns the external
relations of the town as well as its
internal planning. The proposed Harvard plan is to relocate the main road
now going through the village, to
establish a mile away on the new main
road a separate group of buildings, a
station for gas, food, rest rooms, and
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other needed roadside utilities, and to
connect this wayside station by means
of a side lane with the old residential
village of Harvard Center. The station here, you will note, corresponds
exactly to the railroad station. The
principal function of such a station is
transport and commerce, not residence;
and the motor car has dispensed with
the need, slow as we have been to
acknowledge it, for the "two minutes'
walk" to the station-in two minutes
one can go a mile with a timorous driver
and a new car!
The side lane would not in this case
be a blind alley; for it would connect
with other local roads. This would be
true of the planning of such lanes in
existing towns and villages generally.
The point to remember is this: it is only
by a deliberate separation of local and
through roads, of traffic and residential
functions, that the motor road itself
can attain its maximum efficiency in
the number of vehicles served at the
highest safe speed, and that the community can attain its maximum efficiency as a place for living, recreation,
sleep, and the care of the young. It is
sheer habit that makes us expect to
live on through roads: that was convenient and efficient only when the
horse was our quickest means of transportation and when, lacking concrete
surfaces and motor plows, it was
impossible to clear the country roads of
snow. The speed of the automobile
has increased our effective radius at
least tenfold. To be a mile from a
main highway by automobile is to be
no farther away than five hundred feet
on foot. Separating through traffic
from local traffic by side lanes not
merely increases safety but increases
the total speed of a journey. Turning
off is a quicker way of reaching the
center of a city, all other things being
equal, than remaining on a main highway that attempts the hopeless task of
going through.
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There is still, however, one problem
that remains to be taken care of: that
is the road between the stations. To
concentrate the roadside services in
definite units, instead of letting them
dribble inefficiently along its entire
length is an important step; the next
is to follow the example of the railroad
and keep the road itself absolutely free.
It is physically impossible on a railroad for the rolling stock to enter the
track between switches. Since no
other vehicles can enter, there is no
occasion for frontage development, and
such does not occur between stations
except by some chance unrelated to the
railroad. On the other hand, the basic
cause of frontage development on the
ordinary motor road is that vehicles
can enter and depart at any point.
This makes for the danger, the inefficiency, and the impaired amenities
pointed out by Mr. Raymond Unwin.
But every motorist is his own authority
on this subject: he knows what a hazard crossroads are, how his foot moves
toward the brake as he approaches
intersecting streets, how often he has
almost sideswiped another car in the
effort to avoid a careless driver slipping
out of an unsuspected gas station.
Plainly, then, the fewer the intersections the safer and faster will it be for
long-distance traffic. The only way to
dispose once and for all of roadtown is
to make it physically impossible to
enter or leave the motorway except at
properly planned stations. Chairman
Edward Bassett, of the National Council on City Planning, has suggested this
simple device and given it the name of
the freeway. On high-speed arteries,
the stations on these freeways would
undoubtedly be at considerable distances apart-perhaps
as much as ten
miles or more-and
ordinary traffic
would usually cross the express road by
the overpass or the underpass.
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The Townless Highway would, like
Radburn, recognize the motor revolution and attempt to meet at every
point the new situation it has raised.
None of the principles embodied in the
Townless Highway is altogether new or
untried: the main element of uniqueness in the proposal is the putting of all
of them into a coherent plan. The
Townless Highway would be, like the
railway, an institution in itself, a system. It would always be a through
highway and not a local road. It must
follow its own lines of topography. It
must be based upon motor-age principles, not stagecoach methods or even
railroad methods, much though we can
learn by imitation or avoidance from
both of these. It must disregard all
previous turnpikes and local roads,
unless these by chance should be suited
to its special purpose. It will avoid
towns big and little, not by dodging
around them via by-passes, but by
following the less developed territory.
It would have its stations adjacent to
the several towns within this territory,
the two in each case being connected by
side lanes. Between stations the road
would constitute a freeway.
In connection with the planning or
design or regulation of each of these
features various problems would, of
course, arise. Should the stations be
designed as part of the highway and
controlled by some regional authority?
Should they be built and owned by
the government--or merely planned?
How are we to prevent slum towns
from springing up around the stations,
as they tended to, seventy-five years
ago, around the new railroad stations?
These are all important and difficult
questions; but we cannot go into them
here.
Let us rather try to picture the working out of the main elements in the system as they would touch the motorist
himself. He awakens after a good
sleep: the rumble and wheeze of long-
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distance traffic is at least a mile from
his residence. He glides out with his
car on to the relatively narrow local
road, which need no longer be wide
enough to take care of the heavy crosscountry traffic, and he remembers,
with a smile, how his local tax bill has
gone down since the assessment for the
widening of these local roads has been
removed and the tax for their upkeep
has gone down with the decreased wear
and tear. He heads his car for the
nearest station on Route No. 1. When
he reaches the station he remembers
that he is low on gas. As he pauses for
a minute to have his tank filled up he
watches a group of tourists eating their
breakfast on the veranda of the wellequipped restaurant which has supplanted the half a dozen greasy hot-dog
incubators that used to be scattered
over the roadside. The food at this
particular station is good enough to
acquire a local reputation, and often
people come out from town for a shore
dinner; the restaurant itself, turned
away from the road, looks out on to a
pleasant vista of fields and salt meadows. He now approaches the road,
but he must wait for the lights to
change before he can turn in from the
local road. Now he is off; in a minute
the car is doing close to sixty on the
flat stretches where the curves have all
been smoothed out. With no danger
of anyone suddenly cutting across,
with no officiousadvertiser begging him
to halt and change his tires or his
underwear, or to patronize a hotel in
the town he has just left, with unobstructed right of way and unobstructed
vision, our motorist has less anxiety
and more safety at sixty miles an hour
than he used to have in the old roadtown confusion at twenty-five. Even
the intersections do not mar his
pleasure: they are far enough apart to
warrant traffic lights, and unless the
red signal is set-in this respect we
are at last getting abreast of the rail-
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road I-he speeds past the crossing
blithely.
The motorist reaches the country
quickly; he sees the country when he is
in it. Whether he is traveling for
sheer pleasure or to get somewhere, his
major purposes are served by the
Townless Highway; the motor car has
become an honor to our mechanical
civilization and not a reproach to it.
When our motorist arrives at his
destination he is still smiling and fresh;
he has been irritated neither by threatened accidents nor by unexpected
delays nor by tedious battles with the
congestion of Main Street, attempting
to rival all the mistakes of Fifth Avenue
and Broadway.
This is not utopia any
more than the efficiency of a limited
train on a fine railroad is utopia: it is
merely intelligence, effectively applied.
A civilization that can achieve the
Twentieth Century or the Broadway
Limited will not be content forever to
wallow in the confusion and chaos of
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antiquated motorways
ugly accompaniments.

and all their

How shall we achieve the Townless
Highway? The most feasible means,
perhaps, would be through Federal
direction. Let the Federal aid law of
1916 be brought abreast of the planning
needs of the nineteen-thirties.
A simple proviso would do it. Let the Federal moneys flow to the States, as now,
for weaving together a national system
of motor thoroughfares-provided
that
the specific principles here outlined be
applied to such thoroughfares within
each State. This would be a genuine
recognition of the motor revolution.
For the helpless and bewildered efforts
of the past, good though they were in
intention, it would substitute a conscious and well-directed intelligence,
capable of assimilating all the lessons
we have learned in fifteen years. That
would be the October revolution of the
automobile.

